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ABSTRACT
Performance Criteria for Knee-Brace Timber Frames with Mortise and Tenon Joints

Zachary J. Halisky
Department of Civil and Construction Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Traditional mortise and tenon timber frames have been used in modern construction for a
substantial period of time with acceptable performance against weather phenomena and other
hazards. However, performance criteria for this style of timber framing are not well defined in
current codes and standards. To determine performance criteria for free-standing timber frames
with knee-braces, three tasks were undertaken: (1) Two timber frame specimens were tested
under cyclic loads to determine hysteretic behavior, damage states, and to explore rehabilitation
of a damaged member using self-tapping screws. Three damage states for were identified: peg
shear, tenon tearout, and post or beam splitting. Self-tapping screws were able to restore the
strength of the 2-peg timber frame with the damaged beam, but not the stiffness of the frame. (2)
Four timber frame mortise and tenon connection specimens were subjected to damp conditions
for six months and then tested under monotonic tensile load to determine the effect of joint
details. The results indicated that connection types tested had similar strength and stiffness. (3)
Twelve free-standing timber frames with knee braces located at various sites across the United
States were tested in the field under impulse loading to determine the fundamental period of
vibration and to estimate damping. A relationship between the fundamental period and the mean
roof height was fit to the test data using a power-law equation, and three sets of parameters were
determined: a lower-bound equation for seismic loads, an upper-bound equation for wind loads,
and mean equation for human-induced vibration performance criteria.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

The background and motivation for the research are presented in this chapter, and the
objective and scope of the research are defined. The chapter also includes a brief summary of the
organization of this report.

1.1 Background
Timber frames that use large-dimension wood members with mortise and tenon
connections and wood pegs are a traditional construction method that has been successfully used
throughout the world for centuries. Examples of timber frames include ordinary structures, such
as residential structures and free-standing structures, gazebos, and pavilions (Figure. 1.1).

Knee brace

Gazebo. Photo from
https://www.foreverredwood.com

Farmers market in Blacksburg, Virginia
Photo from http://www.solaripedia.com/

Figure 1.1. Examples of free-standing timber frame structures.
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Other examples of timber frames include more notable structures, such as covered
structures for bridges (Pierce et al. 2005), as shown in Figure 1.2, and roof trusses, such as the roof
of the Notre Dame cathedral (Courtenay 2022) shown in Figure 1.3.

Photo from Federal Highway Administration

Figure 1.2. Typical covered bridge with timber frames.

Rendering from The New York Times

Figure 1.3. Timber frame roof in the Notre Dame cathedral.
2

In addition to existing structures, timber frames are also used in new construction. For
example, Figure 1.6 shows a free-standing timber frame for a farmer’s market that was built in
2013. Although modern innovations in building, including structural composite lumber, connector
hardware, and mass-produced steel fasteners, have led to efficient light-frame wood construction
methods that are ubiquitous in North America, there has been a resurgence in traditional timber
framing (Heitz 2016).
A mortise and tenon joint consist of consists of two components, one of which has a
specific shape (generally a square) cut out from the body of the member (the tenon), while the
other contains a cavity meant to receive the square extrusion to fit compactly (the mortise). One
of the most common types of mortise and tenon joints in timber framing is a pegged joint, shown
below in Figure 1.4 (Goldstein 1999). The stiffness of a pegged joint depends highly on the
stiffness of the pegs themselves, and therefore should contain at least two pegs as indicated in
research from Schmidt and Daniels (1999).

Figure 1.4. Sketch of a typical pegged mortise and tenon joint (Goldstein 1999).
Within the context of timber framing, a knee-brace is a diagonal component placed
between a horizontal and vertical member in a frame to ensure rigidity (Elliott 1997). Knee braces
within a timber frame are optimal in compression due to their ability to provide better resistance
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against racking loads, versus tension joints (Benson 1997). Knee braces designed to carry lateral
loads are generally made to be as long as possible (Erikson and Schmidt 2003).

Photo from

https://www.newengland
barn.com/glossary.php
Figure 1.5. Typical knee braces reinforcing a post to a beam.
Traditional knee-braced timber frames with mortise and tenon connections have been
widely used and continue to be prevalent in both residential and commercial designs because they
are relatively easy to construct and because they are an efficient frame assembly, especially for
transferring shear forces (Schmidt 2006).

Photo by Tom Nehil

Figure 1.6. Free-standing timber frame built in 2013.
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An important contributor to this revival of timber framing is that the complex and timeconsuming process of crafting precision timber joinery by hand has been largely automated in
recent years by advancements in tooling and machinery (e.g., Wu et al. 2019, Pedersen et al. 2023).
For example, Figure 1.7 shows typical computer automated drafting (CAD) software and timber
milling machinery that can be used to design and fabricate a timber frame. This automation has
the potential for higher precision construction compared to hand-constructed frames. For builders,
this can lead to greater productivity. For owners, this can lead to lower cost. As a result, these
advancements have greatly reduced the labor required for traditional timber frame construction
and made possible more widespread adoption of timber frames in aesthetic and structural
applications.
Image and photo from https://euclidtf.com/

(b)

(a)

Figure 1.7. Typical (a) timber milling machinery and (b) CAD software.
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1.2 Research Motivation
Despite the prevalence of timber frames, the structural performance of timber frames is not
well understood. In one of the first efforts to investigate structural behavior, Brungraber (1985)
tested timber frames and joints in timber frames under static monotonic loads. Among other
findings, the study showed that the joints had an adequate factor of safety for connection failure.
Since that study, several efforts have been undertaken in timber frame engineering. Examples
include historic timber frame construction (e.g. Feio et al. 2014, Chen 2020) and timber frames
with mortise and tenon joinery (e.g. Aejaz et al. 2021).
This report covers the literature relevant to timber frames that use knee-braces for lateral
resistance and that are typical of newer construction in North America. Most of this research has
focused on the behavior of individual connections in timber frames. For instance, Schmidt and
MacKay (1997) adapted the European yield model (Soltis and Wilkinson 1991), originally
developed for dowel type connections with fasteners, to connections with wood pegs. The study
concluded that some of the yield modes originally developed for steel fasteners are not applicable
to pegs. Since the European yield model is partly based on the dowel bearing strength of the wood,
Church and Tew (1997) examined the effect of peg diameter and grain orientation. The study
determined that the bearing strength is not sensitive to either parameter. Schmidt and Daniels
(1999) tested joints in timber frames to determine applicable yield modes and to establish
minimum edge and end distances to prevent failure of the connected members prior to peg failure.
To establish recommendations for modeling timber frames, Bulliet et al. (1999) tested
several types of connections, including mortise and tenon connections. Sandberg et al. (2000)
conducted double-shear tests of oak pegs and confirmed the yield modes proposed by Schmidt and
Daniels. Schmidt and Scholl (2000) tested mortise and tenon connections with wood pegs to
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determine the effect of load duration and connection detailing. Similar to connections with steel
fasteners (Rosowsky and Reinhold 1999), the tests show that the duration of load does not affect
the yield strength of the peg connections. Schmidt and Miller (2004) tested wood peg connections
loaded in tension and developed an analytical model to represent the shear stress in a peg based
upon the peg and base material specific gravities. Subsequently, Miller et al. (2010) developed an
additional yield mode to represent peg shear. Hindman (2019) tested pegs from a variety of wood
species and for a range of diameters to determine the bending yield strength. Judd et al. (2012)
tested mortise and tenon connections under tensile load. The tensile test results indicated that the
European yield model with the additional peg shear yield mode was adequate to predict tensile
strength.
Research on the behavior of full-scale timber frames is relatively limited. Schmidt and
Erikson (2003) tested single-story and two-story timber frames with knee braces under static lateral
loads. Among other findings, the test results show that the compressive behavior of the knee-brace
connection is significantly stronger and has higher stiffness compared to the tensile strength of the
knee-brace connection. As a result, a timber frame with knee-braces is relatively flexible under
lateral loading. To maximize the lateral stiffness of the timber frame, Schmidt and Erikson
recommended that the length of the knee brace be at least 914 mm, the connections use two or
more pegs, and connections are detailed with adequate end and edge distances, such as those as
specified in the Standard for design of timber frame structures and commentary (Timber Frame
Engineering Council 2019).
Cyclic tests of full-scale timber frame knee-brace subassemblies have been conducted to
investigate the effect of the number of pegs and the moisture condition of the lumber on the
hysteretic behavior (Judd et al. 2018). Two types of connections (2-peg and 3-peg) and two
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moisture conditions of lumber (green and dry) were examined. The results show that the timber
frame subassemblies exhibited asymmetric behavior due to brace bearing in the post during
compressive load excursions and dowel-type behavior of the pegs in the brace during tensile load
excursions. Accordingly, the predominate modes of failure were peg shear and tenon tear out when
the brace was in tension and perpendicular-to-grain tension failure of the post-to-beam connection
when the brace was in compression. Specimens with 3-peg connections were stronger compared
to specimens with 2-peg connections, and specimens constructed with green lumber had increased
deformation capacity compared to specimens constructed with dry lumber.
Free-standing timber frames with knee braces are common and have demonstrated
acceptable performance when subjected to earthquakes and windstorms, yet performance criteria
for these structures has not fully investigated in the literature and it is not currently well defined in
construction standards and building codes. For example, ASCE 7 Minimum Design Loads and
Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other Structures (ASCE 2022) provides guidance for
considering vertical deflections (e.g., ponding), lateral deflections (story drift), camber and floor
vibrations. However, application of the guidance to free-standing timber frames with knee-braces
is either not appropriate (because floor vibrations isn’t a concern in many cases) or requires special
attention (because the frames are usually open and story drift limits are mostly based on preventing
damage in a closed structure). Building codes are similarly ambiguous. For example, the 2018
International Building Code (IBC), https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/IBC2018, the 2018
International Residential Code (IRC), https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/IRC2018, and the 1997
Uniform Building Code, International Conference of Building Officials, Whittier, California.) do
not mention timber frames. As a consequence, timber framer designers lack clear and appropriate
performance criteria that is afforded for other structural systems.
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1.3 Research Objective
The objective of this research is to determine performance criteria for free-standing timber
frames with knee-braces. The hypothesis is that free-standing timber frames can be accurately
evaluated for most performance considerations based on the connection detailing, twodimensional phenomenological models, and the fundamental frequency of the system, similar to
the approach used to mitigate floor vibrations in steel and wood structures.
To accomplish the research objective, four tasks (Figure 1.8) were created to determine
performance criteria: (1) cyclic tests of timber frames were conducted to determine hysteretic
behavior and to explore rehabilitation schemes for improved performance after damage due to a
lateral-loading event; (2) durability tests of brace connections were conducted to determine the
effect of joint details on the tensile strength and behavior of typical knee-brace connections; (3)
vibration tests of timber frames in the field were conducted to determine the fundamental period
of vibration and modal damping; and (4) a life-cycle analysis (Halisky et al. 2022) was conducted
to determine the embodied carbon and the damage states for knee-brace connection and to establish
component fragilities for performance assessment.
2. Vibration Tests
(Fundamental Period and Damping)

1. Cyclic tests (and Rehabilitation)

Performance
Criteria
2. Durability (tension) tests
(Moisture Entrapment)

4. Life Cycle Analysis
(Carbon Embodiment Measure and Fragility Curves)

Figure 1.8. Diagram of research approach.
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The scope of this research is limited to performance criteria for wind and seismic loads,
and for selected loads that are not clearly addressed in conventional codes and standards, such as
loads imposed by human activity. The effect of water content is considered in the durability tension
tests.

1.4 Report Organization
This report summarizes the research approach and findings. It is organized into seven chapters:
•

Chapter 1 gives the background and motivation for the research and defines the objective
and scope of the research project. The chapter also includes a brief summary of the
organization of this report.

•

Chapter 2 contains a literature review. Performance criteria and limit states for steel
structures, concrete structures, masonry structures and timber structures are briefly
discussed. Serviceability and strength criteria are discussed for each material to better
understand how their performance criteria may relate to free-standing timber frame
structures with knee braces.

•

Chapter 3 describes the cyclic tests. Two timber frames that had been previously tested in
a field demonstration were reconstructed and then tested under cyclic load to determine the
hysteretic behavior and probable damage states. One of the two timber frames was also
rehabilitated to determine one possible repair scenario where self-tapping screws are used
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to strengthen damaged members in timber frames. The chapter includes a description of
the frame preparation and assembly, instrumentation, cyclic loading sequence,
rehabilitation approach, data reduction, and a discussion of the test results.

•

Chapter 4 describes the durability tests. Two types of mortise and tenon connections were
subjected to damp conditions for an extended period of time (6 months) and then tested
under monotonic load to determine the effect of a slope cut and a weep hole cut on the
tensile strength of the connection, and to determine damage states for performance
assessment and life-cycle analysis. The chapter includes a description of the joint
preparation, instrumentation, monotonic loading rate, data reduction, and a discussion of
the test results.

•

Chapter 5 describes the vibration tests. Timber frames at various locations in the United
States were tested in the field under impulse loading to determine the fundamental period
of vibration and to estimate damping. The field tests were conducted used a crowd-sourced
approach: the Brigham Young University team and volunteers from the Timber Frame
Engineering Council downloaded an app to their smartphone and use it to measure
accelerations. The chapter includes a description of the testing sequence, data reduction,
and a discussion of the test results.

•

Chapter 6 contains a summary of the research project (cyclic tests, durability tests,
vibration tests, and life-cycle analysis) and the implications of the main findings from the
research. Areas for future research are also identified.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter contains a literature review. Performance criteria and limit states for steel
structures, concrete structures, masonry structures and timber structures are briefly discussed.
Serviceability and strength criteria are discussed for each material to better understand how their
performance criteria may relate to free-standing timber frame structures with knee braces.

2.1 Serviceability Criteria for Steel
Serviceability criteria for steel buildings is covered in AISC 360-22 Specification for
structural steel buildings (AISC 2022). Deflection in steel structures can result in separation,
cracking, leakage onto exterior features, as well as damaging interior components of a building.
Limiting values of deflection will vary depending on structure type, detailing and intended use.
Limit states also vary on visually objectionable deformations repairable cracking, creep,
settlement, and similar long-term effects.
Limits are instituted on lateral deflection to counteract any damage effects of wind on
exterior cladding as well as non-structural walls and partitions. The defining parameter of this
measurement is the total building drift or the story drift determined for each floor of the building.
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Brittle cladding may result in smaller drift limits. Lateral drift may also be caused by rigid body
rotation of cladding or partitions. The wind load used for drift limit checks will vary by designer,
particularly at which yearly interval is selected.
Floor vibrations are an increasing focus for designers. Damping properties are diminished
with long-span, flexible floor plans. Vibrations can be considered annoying or a disturbance to
occupants depending on the usage of a building. Acceleration is the defining evaluation standard
for this criterion.
Wind motions are often measured by the floor or roof accelerations. The human toleration
of the effects of wind motions is subjective. AISC 360-22 describes this criterion as related to the
perception of building motion from factors such as “maximum displacement, velocity,
acceleration, and the range of change of acceleration” (AISC 360-22). Available dampening is
often an important project control for this criterion.
Temperature effects such as creep, shrinkage, and expansion can become an increasing
concern for buildings with masonry walls. Steel expansion may result in various patterns of
cracking in concrete, depending on both cover thickness and reinforcement spacing (Browne
1980).
Slippage between standard connections is not accounted for in serviceability criteria, unless
the connection is a special case or produces substantial rotation or deflection from relatively small
bolt slip. Special provisions are made for slip-critical conditions in AISC 360-22 Section J3-8.
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2.2 Strength Criteria for Steel
Strength criteria for steel buildings is also covered in AISC 360-16. For example, for
tension members, the limit states include yielding in the gross section, rupture of the net section,
and block shear. Compression members such as columns may either be governed by global
buckling or local buckling depending on the slenderness of the element. For flexural members, the
limit states include yielding (plastic moment), lateral torsional buckling, and local buckling, as
well as other limit states. For deep and or thin webbed I-shaped members, shear yielding in the
web or shear buckling may be significant limit states. Fatigue failure is also possible and can be a
long-term strength limit state for steel members, particularly for members subject to vibrations
within the structure or cyclic weight bearing (Ulewicz and Mazur 2013).
Since steel structures typically consist of thinly shaped cross sections, stability design is
crucial for both individual elements and the surrounding structure. Thus, steel structures must be
designed to consider all deformations (e.g., shear deformations), second order effects, geometric
imperfections, inelastic stiffness effects, and uncertainty in both strengths and stiffnesses (AISC
360-22, Chap. C).

2.3 Serviceability Criteria for Concrete
Serviceability criteria for concrete structures is covered in ACI 318-19 Building Code
Requirements for Structural Concrete (ACI 2019). Members in flexure are designed according to
maximum permissible deflections as indicated in ACI 318 Table 24.2.2. Immediate and timedependent deflections are considered in the ACI code by standard modulus of elasticity and
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moment of inertia. Members prone to cracking and varying depth requiring a more complex
analysis. Time-dependent deflections vary between prestressed and non-prestressed members.
Prestressed flexural members with regards to serviceability are designated by three different
classes: uncracked, cracked, or transitioning between cracked and uncracked. These classifications
depend on the magnitude of stress in the pre-compressed tension zone. The difference between
these classes will also affect which basis deflection is calculated on, whether in the gross section
or the cracked section.
A well distributed array of flexural reinforcement is important to control cracking; in this
case, it is optimal to have many finer cracks versus a few larger cracks in a reinforced concrete
member for durability and appearance sake. Poor durability of the concrete itself and deterioration
in reinforcement bars is one leading cause of corrosion in scenarios where reinforced concrete is
subject to external chemicals and weathering (Vu and Stewart 2005). To circumvent corrosion, a
designer may use reinforcement with a higher yield strength due to its higher chromium content
and micro-composite alloy structure (Harries et al. 2012).
ACI 318 24.4 states that shrinkage and temperature effects on structural concrete slabs
require the placement of reinforcement perpendicular to that of the principal reinforcement. In the
event that other structural members restrain a slab from change in volume, additional
reinforcement may be needed in order to negate tension effects. With rise or fall in temperature
and difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion, thermal stresses can change and cause
either tensile or compressive effects (Chen and Choi 2002).
Although ACI 318 Section 24.4 does not apply to slabs-on-ground, corrosion in these slabs
may be also be eliminated with the substitution of Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) rebar
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over steel rebar (Chen and Choi 2002). However, this could result in lower tensile stresses, causing
both larger crack-spacing and widths.

2.4 Strength Criteria for Concrete
The latest ACI code abides by the ultimate strength design method with safety reduction
factors unique for specific structural elements and action taken on each member. The reduction
factor may also vary depending on the strain distribution of the reinforced concrete member and
whether this indicates that the member is compression controlled, tension controlled, or falls in the
transition zone. Nominal strength capacity is calculated for parameters such as flexural strength,
axial strength, one-way shear strength, two-way shear strength, torsional strength, bearing, and
shear friction (ACI 2019).

2.5 Serviceability Criteria for Masonry
Masonry will crack due to a variety of external factors such as dimensional change, extreme
loading, thermal change, reactive soil movement, interaction with other structural elements and
internal factors such as long-term internal expansion from clay products (Page, 2001). These
conditions require masonry to have a series of design procedures to mitigate any chance of
cracking. Mortar also plays a role in serviceability due to the ability to seal irregularities in
masonry units as well as allow some movement between units (Hochwalt and Amrhein 2012).
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2.6 Strength Criteria for Masonry
Both solid and hollow clay masonry units physically require a minimum compressive
strength, maximum water absorption, and maximum saturation coefficient to be defined for each
grade (Hochwalt and Amrhein 2012). Concrete masonry unit strength also relies on minimum
compressive strength and maximum water absorption, along with oven-dry density of concrete
used per each grade.

2.7 Limit States for Traditional Timber Frames
Timber frames have been observed in failure for both serviceability and strength limit states
from various instances. In load-bearing cases, frame members may fail in strength from excessive
bending or shear. However, under seismic activity, heavy timber frames must transfer significant
forces through a small number of highly stressed connections (Kasal et al. 2004). These joint
connections are assumed to carry no moment, with members in contact at joints modeled as beamcolumns with the effects of shear (Bulleit et al. 1999). Mechanical failures at these connections
can occur in either the fasteners or joints themselves. The preferred method of failure is yielding
of the pegs, due to the ease of replacement and isolating pegs as a primary item of design for joint
construction (Schmidt and Scholl 2000).
Among the first to research joint behavior in traditional timber frames was Brungraber
(1985), who developed general test programs for mortise and tenon connections subject to gravity
loads. His analysis succeeded in demonstrating prediction basic connection failure, specifically
that the peg or mortise would fail prior to the tenon. A few years later, Wilkinson (1991) proceeded
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to apply the European Yield Model developed by Johansen (1949) to establish the first relations
between specific gravity and bolt diameter with bearing strength of dowels in timber connections.
Although these tests were performed on metal nail and bolt connectors, this initial observation
indicated that such relationships could potentially be applied to wooden dowels as well. That same
year, Soltis (1991) stated that the National Design Specification (NDS) would adopt the European
Yield Model (EYM) approach to determining lateral strength in single-fastener connections. Three
failure modes and associated equations to establish yield strength were given with this change.
Schmidt and Mackay (1997) were among the first to truly apply the EYM to wooden-peg
dowels in testing with traditional frame connections. Tests were performed in peg bending, shear,
and dowel bearing to confirm that the existing yield model equations from the latest NDS were
applicable to wooden pegs. Concluding results indicated that the EYM was applicable, as well as
improving some areas of knowledge within this specific connection. One such example was the
conclusion that tenon splitting/relishing could be prevented by ensuring an end distance from the
peg center to tenon end of at least three times the peg diameter. However, at this point, researchers
did not fully understand which failure mode was preferable for design recommendations.

Illustration from Schmidt and MacKay (1997)

Figure 2.1. Peg bending test.
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Two years later, Schimdt and Daniels (1999) performed a variety of tests to better
summarize failure modes, verify allowable stress values, and determine proper joint design
recommendations. They determined that the preferred failure mode at these connections is peg
failure, due to the ductile nature prior to ultimate failure within the dowel. Their findings indicated
that there were in fact five possible failure modes for pegged mortise and tenon joinery. Bearing
failure of the main and side members is specified (Im and Is), along with bearing failure of the peg
(Id). Both shear and bending failure are possible in such pegged connections (IIIm and Vd). These
connections are more likely to fail in shear when the base material of the peg has a relatively high
bearing strength. Figure 2.2 below shows the revised list of failure modes.

Illustration from Schmidt and Daniels (1999)

Figure 2.2. Proposed failure modes for joints.
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The same research performed by Schmidt and Daniels to summarize these failure methods
also produced strength equations for four of the five failure modes based on factors such as the
diameter and number of fasteners, as well as dowel shear capacity and bearing strength. However,
an analysis of stiffness characteristics for pegged joints was not produced until Sandberg et. al
(2000). They developed a linear model based on specific gravity of the joint members to estimate
overall joint stiffness. From this, an empirical equation for joint stiffness based on peg and member
flexibility was derived.

Illustration from Schmidt and Daniels (1999)

Figure 2.3. Design strength equations for failure modes.
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As mentioned in the introduction, Schmidt and Miller (2004) produced an analytical model
for the shear wooden peg dowels loaded in tension within these joints. They produced an allowable
shear equation based on the specific gravity of the joint and peg species. These studies also
concluded that Yellow Poplar is a viable choice in timber framing, comparable to Douglas Fir.
Hindaman (2017) determined a conservative estimate of dowel bearing strength Fyb by combining
data from Schmidt and MacKay (1997) with a single-factor regression of additional test data done
at Virginia Tech. The resulting equation was based solely on the specific gravity of the dowel base
material, negating the effect of diameter.
Another form of joint failure in mortise and tenon frames can occur via splitting due to
tension acting perpendicular to the grain (Schmidt and Miller 2004). The NDS recommends that
“designs which induce tension stress perpendicular to grain shall be avoided whenever possible
(AWC 2018).” For dowel-type fasteners loaded perpendicular to the grain at the edge, an edge
distance factor of 4D (four times the diameter) is required. Van der Put (1999) developed design
criteria for notches subject to perpendicular tension based on mechanics of crack propagation. This
method of determining perpendicular tensile strength in timber notches is utilized in CSA 086,
which was found by Hindman (2016) to have the most accurate results in terms of predicting
splitting resistance amongst other models. Hindaman’s testing of different species of timber
resulted in significant interaction of edge distance and specific gravity with the maximum load and
stiffness. However, wood anatomy was found to not have an effect on the mechanical properties
which played a role in resistance.
The grain orientation and angle of mortise in a joint were observed by Judd et al. (2012) in
a test of different specimens. Results varied between failure modes, but ultimately showed a trend
of decreasing stiffness with smaller angles of the mortise connection. Ring orientation did not
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exhibit any specific trends in stiffness relative to the tested specimens. This study generated a
theoretical tensile strength model for mortise and tenon connections and confirmed that orienting
the tenon member radially to the mortise grain would result in higher strength.
Gaps in between the mortise and tenon of a joint appear to have a significant impact in the
behavior of failure. When these members are fitted tight against each other with a zero-gap value,
the shear strength of a dowel is found to result in up to 1.3 times increase from the initial value
(Schmidt and Daniels 1999). Sandberg et al. (2000) recommends modifying the double shear test
used to predict joint stiffness to include a maximum gap or reduction of mode Vd capacity to
account for this behavior.
Research on seasoning and load duration of mortise and tenon joints has developed
alongside the aforementioned articles. Wilkinson (1988) initially studied bolted joints under shortterm and long-term durations. Results showed an increase of maximum strength in the specimens
tested after 1 year under a constant load. Creep in the specimens under lower loads approached
zero after a period of three months, while considerable creep had occurred in a specimen tested at
a larger constant load. Limited scope from this test made it difficult to draw any firm conclusions
on time-dependent effects. Schmidt and Scholl (2000) conducted tests on full-sized mortise and
tenon joints to determine the seasoning and detailing effects, as well as effects of drawboring and
peg diameter in a long-term study. Drawboring was concluded to have a more adverse effect on
larger peg diameters, and increase overall creep deflection (at least in Douglas Fir specimens).
Damage in the tenon from shrinkage was found to be independent of magnitude or direction of the
load applied. Another product of this study was a table of minimum detailing distances for several
species of timber, as shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Minimum detailing distances.

Table from Schmidt and Daniels (1999)

Schmidt and Scholl also verified, along with evidence from previous researchers, that load
duration has a negligible effect on the yield strength of mortise and tenon joints. They recommend
the further study of moisture content on tenon splitting and determining an allowable maximum
moisture content.
Prediction of joint failure can be demonstrated through the aforementioned equations and
modes in strength analysis developed in various studies. Jiang et al. (2018) developed a novel
index for structural stiffness identification in traditional Chinese mortise and tenon joints through
accelerations outliers and effective stiffness. This model could be used to predict structural joint
stiffness in the event of rehabilitation capability and repairs. Additional research is needed to
determine if this approach is valid for traditional frames with knee braces.
Deflection is a key serviceability factor for timber members in loading. The NDS has
outlined deflection calculations for bending members and long-term loading when experienced
(AWC 2018). Palka (1981) reviewed literature based on previously studied timber fasteners and
summarized the criteria in which long term deflection is affected heavily by joint behavior, while
short term deflection is usually governed by elements of the frame itself. Beerschoten et al. (2012)
demonstrated that longitudinal post-tensioning in beams within timber frames can assist in
satisfying deflection criteria.
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The IBC outlines decay and termites as another failure mechanism for timber in service.
Decay may take presence as a result of thermal, light, mechanical, or chemical effects (Stalker,
1971). As per section 2304.12.4, any frames in geographical areas of heavy termite hazards must
be of a durable species or contain treated preservative as per approved methods. Epoxy injection
and sealing is a common method for treating weathered timber in a structural application (Avent,
1985). In accelerated aging tests done on shear blocks, Avent recommends reducing the dry
condition shear stress of Southern Pine by 1/3 following epoxy repair. Design criteria is needed in
this area to determine the most optimal repair scheme for timber subject to decay, and whether
epoxy is an efficient means for repair in the event of weathering.

2.8 Summary
Literature on performance criteria and limit states for steel structures, concrete structures,
masonry structures, and timber structures were reviewed in this chapter. Previous research has
examined the behavior and failure modes of traditional mortise and tenon timber frames. Several
areas of timber frame performance criteria have not been fully addressed in prior research were
identified. These areas are the focus of the next three chapters, starting with the strength and
behavior of frames (as opposed to joints) under cyclic loads and rehabilitation of damaged frames
(Chapter 3), strength and behavior of mortise and tenon joints due to weathering and decay
(Chapter 4), elastic stiffness and fundamental period of free-standing timber frames (Chapter 5).
The carbon embodied in timber frames and component fragilities for performance seismic, wind,
or other assessment of free-standing timber frames with knee-braces is mentioned in Chapter 6 of
the report submitted to TFEC (Halisky et al. 2022).
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CHAPTER 3 CYCLIC TESTS

This chapter describes the cyclic tests. Two timber frames that had been previously tested
in a field demonstration were reconstructed and then tested under cyclic load to determine the
hysteretic behavior and probable damage states. One of the two timber frames was also
rehabilitated to determine one possible repair scenario where self-tapping screws are used to
strengthen damaged members in timber frames. The chapter includes a description of the frame
preparation and assembly, instrumentation, cyclic loading sequence, rehabilitation approach, data
reduction, and a discussion of the test results.

3.1 Frame Specimen Preparation and Assembly
Prior to the tests mentioned in this report, the two timber frames were previously tested in
a field demonstration under a cyclic load to determine (1) the hysteretic behavior and (2) the
probable damage states. Figure 3.1 shows a photo of the field demonstration. Both frames were
retained their respective field tests and the braces which had failed originally were replaced with
newly manufactured members.
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Figure 3.1. The 3-peg frame originally tested in the field under cyclic loading (Judd 2018).
Figure 3.2 shows an elevation view drawing of the frame. Each frame had two nominal
8x8 posts connected by an 8x12 beam. The posts and beam were Douglas Fir. White Oak was used
for the 1-inch diameter pegs. 4x8 braces (also Douglas Fir) connected each post to the beam. One
timber frame used 2-peg connections and 4x8 knee braces, and the other frame used 3-peg
connections and 4x10 knee braces. The connection details for these braces were based on a
previous study sponsored by the TFEC (Judd et al. 2018). Figure 3.3 shows a rendering of the 3peg connections. The original timber frames were constructed by Trillium Dell Timberworks.
An apparatus was designed to properly fit both the two-peg and three-peg frames for
support and testing. The base of each post was connected to a pin support via metal plate
connections fitted into the dado slot on the front of the leg. Both supports were welded to a wide
flange beam which was anchored to the floor with a DYWIDAG bar system
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8x12 beam

8x8 post

4x8 brace

8 ft – 8 in. bay
6.5 ft height

Figure 3.2. Drawing of the 2-peg frame.

Note: The brace in this detail is
slightly different than the one
manufactured for these tests.

Figure 3.3. Rendering of the 3-peg frame connection details.
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Clevis bolt connection

Dado-bar slot

Figure 3.4. A dado-slot plate connection to beam for the frame support system.

DYWIDAG anchor

Figure 3.5. DYWIDAG Anchors securing the support beam to the floor.
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The top of the frame rested on two separate rollers that were supported by a wide-flange
beam. The faces of each post were fixated between a spreader beam resting on top of the rollers
at the same elevation as the frame. A hydraulic actuator was fastened to the face of the spreader
beam as shown in Figure 3.6. This provided the ability to cyclically load the frame according to
the stroke of the actuator. The actuator was fastened in place by a DYWIDAG anchor system
similar to that of the supports at the base of the frame (Figure 3.7).

Spreader beam
supported by rollers

Figure 3.6. DYWIDAG Anchor system securing actuator to the floor.
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Actuator bolted to beam

Figure 3.7. DYWIDAG Anchor system securing actuator to the floor.

3.2 Instrumentation
String potentiometers were secured to the frame at different locations along adjoining
members and connections to the supports. Two strain gauges were placed on each brace within the
frame, totaling the instrumental count to 14 string pots and four strain gauges. Each of these
instruments were calibrated prior to the tests and utilized during each cycle to show displacement
within the frame. The four string pots at the base of the supports were to account for slippage in
the DYWIDAG anchors. This slippage was first experienced in a preliminary test and addressed
prior to the remaining trials to minimize impact on instrument readings.
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A

ACCEL

DISP

SP

SP

A LOAD

SP

SP

57

51

50

43

SG 3,4

SG 1,2

SP

SP

28
SP
73 SP

44 SP
SP

SP

SP

27

24
61 SP

SP

74 SP

66 SP

Figure 3.8. Instrumentation plan showing position of string potentiometers and strain gauges.

Table 3.1. Instrumentation plan: label and purpose.
Label
A1
A2
SP20
SP24, SP27
SP28, SP43, SP44, SP50
SP51, SP57
SP58, SP59
SP73, SP74
ACCEL
SG 1,2 SG 3,4

Purpose
Actuator load
Actuator displacement
Frame drift
Left, right reaction displacement
Brace to post/beam connection separation
Beam to post separation
Frame uplift
Anchor support drift
Acceleration
Strain gages: top of left and right braces
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Figure 3.9. Completed testing apparatus with 3-peg frame specimen.
3.3 Loading Sequence
Each frame was tested under the same fully-cyclic loading regime consisting of increased
displacements from the actuator arm per every two intervals. The loading sequence was adapted
from the AISC 341 (AISC 2022) loading sequence that is used for seismic qualification of steel
buckling restrained braced frames. The approximate first yield was defined as Δ_y = 0.5 inches,
and story drift as Δ_m = 2.0 inches actuator displacement. The rate of loading on the displacement
control was 2.0 inches per minute. The load sequence is shown in Table 3.2.
As failure occurred within the frames, the test would be paused to observe the type of
failure and overall condition of the frame before proceeding. When the frame was rendered
incapable of sustaining more load, the test was ended and the frame reverted to its starting position.
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The first test was run up to the 2.0-inch displacement mark and then paused due to
noticeable slippage in the anchors near the footings. This was due to the washer used to fasten the
DYWIDAG anchors through the slab giving every time the actuator reached max displacement. In
addition, a lag-screw was inserted through the spreader beam flange into the top of the post (Figure
3.10) to keep the spreader from drifting off the frame. After pausing and making proper
adjustments, including the string pots used to measure the anchor slippage, the test was re-run on
the 3-peg frame.

Table 3.2. Loading sequence for the cyclic loading tests.
Time of Cycles
Total Elapsed Time
(min.)
(min.)
0.5Δ𝑦𝑦
0.25
1
1
1.0Δ𝑦𝑦
0.50
2
3
1.5Δ𝑦𝑦
0.75
3
6
2.0Δ𝑦𝑦
1.00
4
10
2.5Δ𝑦𝑦
1.25
5
15
3.0Δ𝑦𝑦
1.50
6
21
3.5Δ𝑦𝑦
1.75
7
28
2.0
8
36
1.0Δ𝑚𝑚
3.0
12
48
1.5Δ𝑚𝑚
Additional 2 cycles at incremental deformation of 0.5Δ𝑚𝑚 = 1 inches until failure
𝚫𝚫𝒚𝒚 , 𝚫𝚫𝒎𝒎

Displacement (in.)

3.4 Test Results
The full trial of the 3-peg frame test was run up to 3Δ (6 inches) before ending the test. At
around 4 kips of force applied to the frame, noticeable crack propagation was present between the
top-right post and beam connection. Following this observation, there was slight rupture within
the right brace during the next cycle and the connection became loose. Figure 3.11 demonstrates
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the aftermath of the increased load on the brace connection. The increasing tension pulled the brace
tenon further out of the beam as the actuator reached 4.5 kips as observed in the SP50 data. While
this brace continued to yield, the left brace to left post tenon gradually started to fail and
demonstrated full failure at the loading point of 6 kips. The dado slot at the bottom of the right
post began to fail during the last couple cycles and was followed with connection failure between
the footing plate screws and the post. At this point the test was stopped and the displacement
returned to zero.
Due to the tearout failure between the plate screws and post as seen in Figure 3.13, the
plate footing was unable to re-attach to the right post of the frame. This rendered the 3-peg frame
useless to rehabilitate, and the 2-peg frame was inserted next into the testing apparatus.

Lag screws inserted through
existing holes in spreader
beam flange

Figure 3.10. Lag screw inserted into post to secure spreader beam.
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Partial tenon failure
observable

Figure 3.11. Tenon failure in the right brace-beam connection.

Combined peg and
tenon failure

Figure 3.12. Tenon failure in the right brace-beam connection.
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The 2-peg frame was tested and resulted in a different behavior throughout the loading
regime. At 4.5 kips of load, the top beam-to-post connection had a rupture within the tenon and
resulted in crack propagation from the connection on the left side of the beam. On the following
cycle, the crack began to move through the beam to the center as observed in Figures 3.14 and
3.15. At this point, the test was stopped and the frame was reverted to zero displacement. Partial
tenon failure in the right brace was visible as the final rupture through the beam occurred.

Footing plate screw
tearout along post

Figure 3.13. Failure in the footing connection (tearout of screws and dado bearing).
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Crack propagation
along beam partway
through test

Significant gap between
beam and post

Figure 3.14. Initial crack propagation in the right beam-to-post face.

Figure 3.15. Further cracking through the beam towards the right brace.
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3.5 Rehabilitation Approach
The condition of the 2-peg frame following the completion of the initial test was sufficient
enough to warrant a rehabilitation involving self-tapping screws to reinforce the beam. CYL
5/16x11‐7/8 in. self-tapping screws were selected based on length needed to reinforce the depth of
the beam with sustained cracking. Screws were inserted at an embedment angle of roughly 60º.
Twelve screws were inserted from the top of the beam to the right of the brace, while another ten
were inserted on the bottom of the beam to the left of the brace (Figure 3.16). This was done due
to the position of the crack as it moved from the right connection towards the center demonstrated
in Figure 3.15. The finished result of the lag screw installment is shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure
3.18.
Prior to starting the test, a C-shape member was also welded to the side of the left footing
plates due to noticeable movement of the post during the original test. The right brace to beam
connection was partially ruptured from the original test, but still had enough surface area between
the tenon and beam joint to provide resistance when under compression.

Figure 3.16. Lag screw rehabilitation array.

String
potentiometer
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Figure 3.17. Lag screws inserted in the bottom beam face.

(12) CYL 5/16x11‐7/8 in. selftapping screws

Figure 3.18. Lag screws inserted in the top beam face to the right of the brace.
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Despite part of the tenon joint being ruptured, the frame proceeded to transfer load
throughout the system in a behavior similar to the original test. The tenon joint failed completely
at 5 kips, yet continued to provide compressive strength to the frame when positive displacement
from the actuator occurred. The beam did not experience cracking again until nearly 7 kips of
applied force, in which the joint between the beam and right post also began to give as shown in
Figure 3.16. This crack continued through the base of the beam while the right brace-to-beam joint
failed completely. Through the last cycle, both footings experienced bending within the plate
connections (Figure 3.21).

Crack forming on
underside of the beam

Figure 3.19. Crack forming in the rehabilitated beam.
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Right brace completely
separated from mortise

Figure 3.20. View of the frame at the highest displacement cycle before stopping.

Figure 3.21. Detail of left post footing experiencing flexure during the test.
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3.6 Measured Response
3.6.1 Results for 3-Peg Frame
When removed from the testing apparatus, the 3-peg frame was observed to have tenon
joint failure in both braces. As multiple cracks were heard during the test procedure, the right
brace-to-beam failed in tearout at roughly 4.5 kips and the left brace-to-post failed in both tearout
and peg shear when the load neared 6 kips. This was confirmed by the hysteresis graphs of force
versus connection displacement in the right brace (Figure 3.22) and force in the left brace versus
connection displacement (Figure 3.23). Following both of these cracks, the frame failed to transfer
any more load. Figure 3.24 shows the normalized lateral strength versus story drift ratio. The
ultimate strength was 6.0 kips, compared to the expected nominal strength of 6.4 kips. The frame
ductility was 2.2.

Tenon failure in brace

𝜟𝜟

F

Figure 3.22. Right brace force versus connection displacement for 3-peg frame.
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Joint failure in brace
(peg shear and tenon rupture)

F

𝜟𝜟

Figure 3.23. Left brace force versus connection displacement for 3-peg frame.
𝑽𝑽𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 = 6.0 k

Nominal strength, 𝑽𝑽𝒏𝒏 = 6.4 k

𝝁𝝁 = 2.2

V
H

𝜟𝜟

Figure 3.24. Normalized lateral strength versus story drift ratio for 3-peg frame.
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3.6.2 Results for 2-Peg Frame
The 2-peg frame exhibited lateral cracking in the beam prior to any total failure of the brace
connections demonstrated in the 3-peg test. Figure 3.25 shows the force versus connection
displacement recorded in the right brace, with the force only reaching 4.7 kips before splitting in
the beam occurred. It should be noted the connection displacement was significantly less than the
3-peg frame trial, due to the early tenon failure that occurred in the 3-peg test. Figure 3.26 shows
the left brace response. Figure 3.27 shows the normalized lateral strength versus story drift ratio.
The ultimate strength was 4.7 kips, compared to the expected nominal strength of 4.3 kips. The
frame ductility was 1.2.

𝜟𝜟

F

Figure 3.25. Right brace force versus connection displacement for 2-peg frame.
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Maximum tensile load experienced
in brace prior to beam splitting

𝜟𝜟

F

Figure 3.26. Left brace force versus connection displacement for 2-peg frame.
𝑽𝑽𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 = 4.7 k

Nominal strength, 𝑽𝑽𝒏𝒏 = 4.3 k

𝝁𝝁 = 1.2

V
H

𝜟𝜟

Figure 3.27. Normalized lateral strength versus story drift ratio for 2-peg frame.
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3.6.3 Results for Rehabilitated 2-Peg Frame
Results from testing the rehabilitated 2-peg frame showed an increase in strength of the
frame. Though the right brace tenon was compromised from the partial failure experienced in the
first test (limited transfer of load visible in Figure 3.28), the frame was able to transfer load for a
significantly longer duration of the testing protocol. The left brace response is shown in Figure
3.29. Figure 3.30 shows the normalized lateral strength versus story drift ratio. The ultimate
strength was 7.0 kips, significantly above the 4.3-kip nominal strength of the 2-peg frame. The
frame ductility was 2.7. Figure 3.31. shows the beam tenon and Figure 3.32 shows the peg shear
failure inside the post mortise.

𝜟𝜟

F

Figure 3.28. Right brace force versus connection displacement for rehabilitated 2-peg frame.
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F

𝜟𝜟

Figure 3.29. Left brace force versus connection displacement for rehabilitated 2-peg frame.
𝑽𝑽𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 = 7.0 k
Nominal strength, 𝑽𝑽𝒏𝒏 = 4.3 k

𝝁𝝁 = 2.7

V
H

𝜟𝜟

Figure 3.30. Normalized lateral strength versus story drift ratio for rehabilitated 2-peg frame.
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Figure 3.31. Beam tenon from rehabilitated 2-peg frame displaying mode IIIm failure.

Figure 3.32. Peg shear failure inside of post mortise from rehabilitated 2-peg frame.
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3.7 Summary
Two types of free-standing timber frames with knee braces were tested under cyclic
loading. The hysteretic behavior of the 2-peg and 3-peg frames confirmed the behavior observed
in the subassemblage tests tested in a prior research study (Judd et al. 2018). Three damage states
for were identified: (1) peg shear and (2) tenon tearout at approximately 0.02 rad. joint rotation,
and (3) splitting of the post or beam at approximately 0.05 rad. joint rotation. The damage states
are employed in the component fragilities that are discussed in Halisky et. al (2022).
The post base connection of the 3-peg frame was destroyed, so the 3-peg frame was not
rehabilitated. The beam in the 2-peg frame split, so the 2-peg frame was rehabilitated. The frame
was rehabilitated by installing an array of twelve CYL 5/16 diameter by 11‐7/8 in. long selftapping screws. The self-tapping screws were driven perpendicular to the split plane of the beam.
The test results showed that the self-tapping screws restored the strength of the 2-peg timber frame
with the damaged beam, but the stiffness of the 2-peg frame was only partially restored. The effect
of moisture content on the monotonic (tensile) strength of the brace to beam/post connection is
discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4 DURABILITY TESTS

This chapter describes the durability tests. Two types of mortise and tenon connections were
subjected to damp conditions for an extended period of time (6 months) and then tested under
monotonic load to determine the effect of a slope cut and a weep hole cut on the tensile strength
of the connection, and to determine damage states for performance assessment and life-cycle
analysis. The chapter includes a description of the joint preparation, instrumentation, monotonic
loading rate, data reduction, and a discussion of the test results.

4.1 Joint Specimen Preparation and Assembly
Test specimens for the durability criteria tests were built after both frames were dismantled
following the cyclic loading procedures. While the existing braces were rendered un-usable due to
tenon failure, each mortise connection from the three-peg frame was still intact and therefore able
to be utilized to create a knee brace connection. The two-peg frame was rendered un-usable due to
the condition of the posts and beam. New three-hole braces were once again manufactured to be
used in conjunction with the existing connections.
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Each of the two mortise connections from the beam were cut out in roughly even-sized
chunks using a circular saw shown in Figure 4.1. The mortise connections sourced from the frame
posts were also cut in this manner. Both newly manufactured braces were cut evenly down the
center, as shown in Figure 4.2, to create knee brace connection specimens.
With four connection specimens available, two of the mortises were modified with the goal
to allow easier drainage of moisture from the connection when place under damp conditions for
an extended period of time (6 months) and then tested under monotonic load. Limited literature
exists on traditional mortise and tenon drainage behavior; therefore, the connection details were
altered based on engineering judgement.

Figure 4.1. Mortise specimens sourced from previously tested 3-peg frame.
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Figure 4.2. Dividing newly manufactured brace for connection specimens.
Two of the connections were first beveled-out through part of the tenon bearing surface. A
15-degree bevel was first cut through the center-slot of the bearing. A ½” boring bit was used to
drill a weep-hole through the beveled surface at a 20-degree angle, penetrating the rear face of the
post. This connection detail modification was performed on one of the mortises cut from the beam,
and one of the mortises cut from the post of the three-peg frame. Test specimens would be labeled
one through four, with either a drained (“D”) or un-drained (“U”) condition, shown in Figure 4.3.
The mortise and tenon specimens were assembled with the 1-inch diameter pegs and each
placed on concrete masonry units to ensure no excessive moisture entrapment occurred at the base
of the posts. Each specimen was placed in a curing and storage room (“fog” room) with constant
vapor to maintain high humidity. The specimens were stored in the fog room for six months. Figure
4.4 shows the specimens before and after the six-month period.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3. Modification of connection details: (a) beveling out, and (b) boring bit insertion.

4U
3D
4U

3D

2U

1D

2U

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4. Joint specimens: (a) at start of 6-month period, and (b) after 6-month period.

While the specimens were under damp conditions, a testing setup was developed to
perform the monotonic loading tests. Each connection would undergo a tension test regime within
a Baldwin Universal Testing machine. The test specimens would each be placed on a 45-degree
channel, which is supported on top of a wide-flange beam (Figure 4.5a). The posts were clamped
down onto the channel in two locations with angle-shapes connected to all-threads (Figure 4.5c).
A brace-plate connection was made using C-shape members welded at the top to a steel
plate (Figure 4.5b). Six holes were drilled into each end of the brace members on each specimen
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to connect to the plates (Figure 4.5d). The holes were designed according to NDS section 12.5
(AWC 2018), including end distance, edge distance, and spacing requirements for fasteners in a
row. NDS Table 12G was used to determine bolt design values. The nominal capacity of the brace
determined to be 14,160 lbs. This exceeded the 9.5-kip nominal capacity of the tenon connection,
indicating that the plate and fastener connection would be safe. Six ½-inch hex-head bolts were
fastened through the plates and the brace members, allowing the plate connection to attach to the
top of the Baldwin machine via a large bolt and nut at the top. The same bolted connection was
welded onto the bottom of the wide-flange beam to fasten the bottom of the test apparatus to the
lower part of the Baldwin.
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(4.1)

Tenon attachment
45-degree beam support

(a)

(b)

Holes in tenon
Angle clamps

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5. Test apparatus and specimen prep: (a) beam, (b) tenon, (c) clamps, and (d) holes.

4.2 Tension Tests
Each specimen was loaded onto the beam setup and fastened to the Baldwin machine. A
steel tube member was welded to the top of the 45-degree channel so that shims could be inserted
to keep the specimen from sliding up during the tests. The monotonic tests were performed by the
Baldwin machine lowering its bottom end attached to the wide-flange beam at 0.1 in./min. A string
pot was also attached to the post and pinned to the plates before every test to measure displacement
of the brace from the connection.
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SP1 mounted
to post

Figure 4.6. The first specimen undergoing testing in the Baldwin machine.
Each test yielded similar behavior amongst the connection specimens. Audible cracking
was heard during the intervals of 6 kips to 7 kips of load from the machine. Evidence of this can
be seen on each test curve in Figure 4.8. Ultimate failure was usually accompanied with splitting
in the post through the peg holes as visible in Figure 4.7a and 4.7b.

Cracking along
peg connection

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7. Test specimens after tension load failure: (a) corner and (b) side views.
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4.3 Test Results
Moisture content readings were taken from multiple locations on each specimen directly
after being removed from the testing apparatus. Figure 4.8 displays those results as measured. The
findings indicate that there was not much overall variability in moisture content between drained
and undrained specimens. The average moisture content in the drained specimens was 27%,
whereas the average moisture content in the undrained specimens was 28%.
The collection of data from all tests indicated that the undrained specimens performed
better than the drained specimens in terms of maximum load sustained. Specimens 2U and 4U
failed at 8.41 kips and 8.09 kips respectively, while specimens 1D and 3D failed at 7.65 kips and
7.03 kips respectively (Figure 4.9). It is worth noting that the drained specimens did withstand a
higher displacement before ultimate failure.

Moisture Contents of Each Specimen

Specimen

4U

3D

2U

1D
0

5

10

15

20

25

Moisture Content (%)
Post

Brace

Figure 4.8. Moisture content of durability test specimens.
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30

35

Nominal strength, 𝑭𝑭𝒏𝒏 = 9.5 k (Tenon tearout)
Undrained

2U

1D

4U

Drained
3D

F

𝜟𝜟

Figure 4.9. Tensile load versus connection displacement for durability specimens.

Upon taking apart all specimens, the joint failure behavior was observed in each specimen.
The tenon failure and peg-bending behavior was generally uniform across all specimens. Some
tenons showed more excessive shear than others, as observed in Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.13.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.10. Durability test specimen 1D: (a) peg bending, and (b) tenon failure.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.11. Durability test specimen 2U: (a) peg bending, and (b) tenon failure.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.12. Durability test specimen 3D: (a) peg bending, and (b) tenon failure.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.13. Durability test specimen 3D: (a) peg bending, and (b) tenon failure.
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4.4 Summary
Two types of mortise and tenon connections were subjected to damp conditions in a fog
room for six months, removed from the fog room, and then tested under monotonic (tensile) load.
One type of connection, a “conventional” connection, was considered “undrained” because the
detailing was expected to allow moisture to collect and remain in the joint. The other type of
connection, a modified connection, had a slope cut at the front of the post/beam and a weep hole
at the opposite side to drain water. This modified connection was considered “drained.” The
monotonic behavior of the joints confirmed the failure modes (peg shear and tenon tearout) that
were observed in the cyclic tests discussed in Chapter 3. Interestingly, the test results indicated
that the drained connection did not enhance or diminish the strength or stiffness of the brace
connection. The results from the durability tests were used to inform the component fragilities that
are discussed in Halisky et. al (2022). Before discussing the fragilities, vibration tests of timber
frames are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5 VIBRATION TESTS

This chapter describes the vibration tests. Timber frames at various locations in the United States
were tested in the field under impulse loading to determine the fundamental period of vibration
and to estimate damping. The field tests were conducted used a crowd-sourced approach: the
Brigham Young University team and volunteers from the Timber Frame Engineering Council
downloaded an app to their smartphone and use it to measure accelerations. The chapter includes
a description of the testing sequence, data reduction, and a discussion of the test results.

5.1 Methodology
Timber frames were tested in the field under impulse loading to determine the fundamental
period of vibration and to estimate damping. Tests were conducted used a “crowd-sourced”
approach. In this approach, the Brigham Young University team tested timber frames in Utah.
Volunteers from the Timber Frame Engineering Council tested timber frames outside of Utah. To
measure acceleration, the team member (or the volunteer) downloaded an app their smartphone.
This study used the “Physics Toolbox Sensor Suite” app (https://www.vieyrasoftware.net/). Figure
5.1 shows the app.
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Figure 5.1. Physics Toolbox Sensor Suite” app used to measure accelerations.
The app uses internal piezoresistive cantilever sensors or capacitative sensors, depending
on the smartphone, to measure accelerations. In a smartphone with a piezoresistive cantilever
sensor, a silicon cantilever bends as the smartphone accelerates. The change in resistance of the
silicon correlates to acceleration. In a smartphone with a capacitative sensor, three masses are
attached to springs (one spring in each principal direction). As the masses move, they change the
electric potential across capacitor plates that are positioned between the masses
(https://www.vieyrasoftware.net/sensors-sensor-modes).

5.1.1 Field Test Procedure
A vibration test procedure was developed so that the tests could be done independently of
the Brigham Young University team. In the procedure, free-standing timber frames with knee
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braces were identified. If possible, the testing was done without interruption. For each timber frame
photos, drawings, and other information was collected if available.
Each frame was tested in each principal direction. Testing personnel would set up a ladder
and place the smartphone on one of the spandrel beams in the transverse direction of the frame
(Position ‘A’). They would then begin to record data on the app. The frame was tested by striking
the post with a rubber mallet. Figure 5.2 shows a typical placement of the smartphone and mallet
strike. The intent was that the acceleration due to the impulse would be approximately 1 m/s2. The
strike was repeated every six seconds for five-six intervals. The test was repeated in each principal
direction with the smartphone oriented parallel and perpendicular to the beam, for a total of four
tests. For the second direction, the personnel would then move the smartphone to a spandrel in the
longitudinal direction of the frame and impart the same impulses (Position ‘B’). Figure 5.3 shows
the orientation of the smartphone relative to the principal directions of the timber frame. The test
data was recorded to a .csv file measuring the time, x,y and z accelerations. Figure 5.4 shows a
sample acceleration recording in the app.

Smartphone

Spandrel beam

Figure 5.2. Vibration test: (1) placement of smartphone, and (b) mallet strike.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.3. Orientation of smartphone: (a) transverse and (b) longitudinal directions.

5.1.2 Fundamental Period of Vibration
The data was post processed using MATLAB (2021). If necessary, the acceleration record
was clipped (or zero padding was added) to eliminate edge effects in the frequency analysis. Figure
5.5 shows an example of a clipped acceleration record.
The fundamental period of vibration was determined using a frequency analysis of the test
data. The acceleration record was then converted to the frequency domain using a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm in MATLAB (2022) based on software developed by Frigo and Johnson
(1998). The single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content was used to identify the
fundamental period of vibration in each principal direction. In Figure 5.6, T1 represents the
fundamental period measured in one direction of the frame, while T2 represents the other direction.
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Figure 5.4. Sample acceleration reading in the app.

Figure 5.5. Sample clipped acceleration record.
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𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐

𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏

Figure 5.6. Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.
5.1.3 Modal Damping
The modal damping ratio was determined using a wavelet demodulation. The
demodulation was based on the procedure developed by Dien (2008). In this study, a continuous
wavelet transformation (CWT) of the acceleration record was completed using the default Morse
wavelet in MATLAB. Figure 5.7 shows the amplitude and frequency content of the Morse wavelet.
The Morse wavelet had a symmetry parameter (𝛽𝛽) equal to 3 and a time-bandwidth product (𝑃𝑃2 )

equal to 60.

(a)

(b)

Images from MATLAB (2021).

Figure 5.7. Morse wavelet: (a) time domain and (b) frequency content versus time.
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The continuous wavelet transformation was used to determine the frequency content of the
data versus time. Figure 5.8 shows an example of the frequency content from a CWT that resulted
from a typical vibration test data. Since the focus of this study was on the fundamental period of
vibration, period content is plotted in the scaleogram in lieu of frequency content. In this plot, a
two-dimensional magnitude scaleogram is used to indicate the time-varying content (color is the
magnitude of the signal). However, it can also be helpful to visualize the time-varying frequency
content through a three-dimensional plot, as shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.8. Two-dimensional plot of frequency content (period of vibration) versus time.
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Figure 5.9. Three-dimensional plot of frequency content (period of vibration) versus time.

The wavelet demodulation process used to determine modal damping is illustrated in
Figure 5.10. Since the scaleogram contains the frequency content versus time for the entire range
of frequency (or periods), therefore the scaleogram was “sliced” at sliced at fundamental period of
vibration. Therefore, this slice is the wavelet amplitude for a given mode.
The logarithmic decrement (decay) of the wavelet amplitude was used to determine modal
damping. The approach is based on the solution to the equation of motion for displacement of an
underdamped single-degree-of-freedom system is
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(a) Entire range of frequency content versus time.

𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏

(b) Slice of frequency content (wavelet amplitude) at fundamental period of vibration.

𝜻𝜻𝟏𝟏

(c) Logarithmic decrement of wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.10. Illustration of wavelet demodulation process used to determine modal damping.
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where

is the damped frequency,

is the period of vibration,

and 𝜁𝜁 is the damping ratio.

Figure 5.11 shows how to do log decrement analysis based on a damped free vibration

response. The logarithmic decrement in terms of displacement is

The time corresponding to each peak is

.

.

Therefore,

Writing the equation for logarithmic decrement in terms of the period of vibration and the
damping ratio (ratio of critical damping) produces the following simplified equation:
Solving for the damping ratio gives:

https://www.brown.edu/Departments/Engineering/Courses/En
4/Notes/vibrations_free_damped/vibrations_free_damped.htm

Figure 5.11. Logarithmic decrement of free vibration with viscous damping.
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5.2 Verification
Two tests were used to verify the research approach. First, a vibration test of a simplysupported beam was used to check the smartphone app. Second, the accuracy of the wavelet
demodulation and log decrement method to determine damping was checked against the closedform solution for free vibration of a single-degree-of-freedom system with viscous damping.

5.2.1 Acceleration App
To check the accuracy of the smartphone app, the smartphone was placed on a simplysupported steel HSS beam. Figure 5.12 shows the beam. The beam was also instrumented with an
accelerometer (Figure 5.13). The beam was then struck to measure vibration data on both the phone
and accelerometer. The FFT was used to determine the fundamental period of frequency of
vibration and compared to the theoretical frequency. The results are shown in Figure 5.14.

Support

Support

HSS3x1-1/2x1/8 beam

Figure 5.12. Simply supported HSS beam for a vibration test.
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Support
Accelerometer

Smartphone

Accelerometer

HSS3x1-1/2x1/8 beam

Support
Smartphone

Figure 5.13. Smartphone placed next to accelerometer on simply supported HSS beam.
Theoretical 𝒇𝒇𝟏𝟏 (92 Hz)
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Figure 5.14. Single-sided amplitude spectrum from HSS3x1-1/2x1/8 beam test.
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5.2.2 Wavelet Demodulation Approach
To check the accuracy of the wavelet demodulation and log decrement method used to
determine modal damping, the method was applied to two data sets: (1) the data from the simplysupported steel HSS beam test, and (2) data from the closed-form solution for free vibration of a
single-degree-of-freedom system with a period of vibration of 2.81 seconds, and 10% viscous
damping. Figure 5.15 shows the results for the simply-supported beam (0.2% damping), and Figure
5.16 shows the results for the single-degree-of-freedom system (9.6% damping).

(a) Frequency content versus time.

(b) Wavelet amplitude slice.

𝜻𝜻𝟏𝟏 = 0.2%

(c) Wavelet amplitude.

(b) Logarithmic decrement.

Figure 5.15. Modal damping for the simply-supported steel HSS beam test.
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(a) Displacement versus time.

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum.

𝜻𝜻𝟏𝟏 = 9.6%

(c) Frequency content versus time.

(d) Logarithmic decrement.

Figure 5.16. Modal damping for free vibration of the single-degree-of-freedom system.
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5.3 Vibration tests
Twelve free-standing timber frames with knee braces, located at various sites in the United
States, were tested in the field between 2021 and 2022. The locations of the timber frames are
shown in Figure 5.17. Five timber frames were located along the Wasatch Front in Utah, three
timber frames were located along the Front Range in Colorado, three frames were located in the
Midwest (one in Minnesota and two in Michigan), and two frames were located in Virginia.

(3) Frames

(2) Frames
(3) Frames

Figure 5.17. Locations of timber frames in the vibration tests.
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5.3.1 Hollow Park pavilion (Lindon, Utah)
The Hollow Park pavilion is a 25 ft wide by 35 ft long free-standing timber frame in a
public park in Lindon, Utah. The frame is shown in Figure 5.18. The beams span four posts in the
longitudinal direction. The frame is supported by a concrete slab on grade. The mean roof height
is approximately 12 ft. Figure 5.19 shows example results from the frequency and wavelet
analyses. The vibration test was conducted in May, 2021. The fundamental periods of vibration
were 0.25 sec. and 0.31 sec. and the modal damping was approximately 1% to 2%.

Photos from Google

Figure 5.18. Hollow Park pavilion.
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(a) Acceleration history

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.25 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 2%

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 1%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.19. Example frequency analysis of Hollow Park pavilion.
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5.3.2 Lindon City Park pavilion (Lindon, Utah)
The Lindon City Park pavilion is a 72 ft long by 29.5 ft wide free-standing timber frame in
a public park in Lindon, Utah (Figure 5.20). It is supported on a concrete slab on grade. The beams
span six posts longitudinally. The mean roof height is approximately 12 ft. The vibration test was
conducted in May, 2021. The fundamental period of vibration was 0.32 sec. and the corresponding
model damping was approximately 3% (see Figure 5.21).

Photo from Google

Figure 5.20. Lindon City Park pavilion.
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(a) Acceleration history

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.32 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 3%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.21. Example frequency analysis of Lindon City Park frame.
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5.3.3 Pioneer Park pavilion (Lindon, Utah)
The Pioneer Park pavilion is a 35 ft long by 25 ft wide free-standing timber frame in a
public park in Lindon, Utah (Figure 5.22). The posts are supported on a concrete slab on grade.
The base of the post is on a steel plate. The beams span four posts longitudinally. The mean roof
height is approximately 12 ft. The vibration test was conducted in May, 2021. The fundamental
period of vibration was 0.25 sec. and the corresponding modal damping was 1% or less (see Figure
5.23).

Photo from Google

Figure 5.22. Pioneer Park pavilion in Lindon, Utah.
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(a) Acceleration history

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.25 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.23. Example vibration analysis results from the Pioneer Park pavilion.
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5.3.4 River Bottoms Ranch pavilion (Midway, Utah)
The River Bottoms Ranch pavilion is a free-standing timber frame at a private event venue
in Midway, Utah (Figure 5.24). The frame is supported on a concrete slab on grade and spans five
posts longitudinally. The mean roof height is approximately 12 ft. The vibration test was conducted
in March, 2022. The fundamental periods of vibration were 0.20 sec. and 0.27 sec. and the modal
damping was approximately 1% (see Figure 5.25).

Pavilion

Photo from Google

Figure 5.24. River Bottoms Ranch pavilion in Midway, Utah.
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(a) Acceleration history

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.27 s

𝐓𝐓𝟐𝟐 = 0.20 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 1%

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 1%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.25. Example frequency analysis of River Bottoms Ranch pavilion.
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5.3.5 Legacy Bridge (Midway, Utah)
The Legacy Bridge is a covered bridge between Heber City and Midway, Utah (Figure
5.26). The bridge is about 120-ft long—the longest covered bridge in Utah. The mean roof height
is approximately 12 ft. The vibration test was conducted in March, 2022. The fundamental periods
of vibration were 0.33 sec. and 0.2 sec. and the first-mode damping was approximately 1% (see
Figure 5.27).

Photo from Google

Photo from Google

Figure 5.26. Legacy covered bridge in Midway, Utah.
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(a) Acceleration history

𝐓𝐓𝟐𝟐 = 0.20 s

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.33 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 1%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.27. Example frequency analysis of Legacy covered bridge.
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5.3.6 Bag Corral pavilion (Berthoud, Colorado)
The Bag Corral pavilion is a 14.5 ft long by 10.5 ft wide free-standing timber frame at a
golf center in Berthoud, Colorado (Figure 5.28). It is a single-span frame in both directions. The
posts are wrapped with masonry. There is a gap between the posts and the masonry. Each post on
the frame is 5.5 ft high from the top of the pier to the spandrel beam. The mean roof height is 11.5
ft. The vibration test was conducted in March, 2022. The first period of vibration was 0.24 sec.
and the corresponding damping was 2%. The second period of vibration was 0.16 sec. and the
corresponding damping was 5% (see Figure 5.29).

Photos, drawing, and model from Dick Schmidt

Figure 5.28. Bag Corral pavilion in Berthoud, Colorado.
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(a) Acceleration history
𝐓𝐓𝟐𝟐 = 0.16 s

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.24 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.
𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 2%

𝛇𝛇𝟐𝟐 = 5%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.29. Example frequency analysis of the Bag Corral pavilion.
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5.3.7 Pool Bar pavilion (Berthoud, Colorado)
The Pool Bar pavilion is a 16.5’ by 14.5’ free-standing timber frame at a golf center in
Berthoud, Colorado (Figure 5.30). It is a single-span frame in both directions. The posts are
wrapped with masonry. The gap between the posts and the masonry are filled with mortar. Each
post on the frame is 4.5 ft high from the top of the pier to the spandrel beam. The mean roof height
is 6.5 ft. from the top of the pier. The vibration test was conducted in March, 2022. The first period
of vibration was 0.13 sec. and the corresponding damping was 2% (Figure 5.31). The second
period of vibration was 0.09 sec. The computed period of vibration for the structural model was
0.09 sec.

Photos, drawing, and model from Dick Schmidt

Figure 5.30. Pool Bar pavilion in Berthoud, Colorado.
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(a) Acceleration history
𝐓𝐓𝟐𝟐 = 0.09 s

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.13 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 2%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.31. Example frequency analysis of the Pool Bar pavilion.
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5.3.8 Farghee pergola (Ft. Collins, Colorado
The Farghee pergola is a 12.5 ft by 12.8 ft free-standing timber frame in Fort Collins,
Colorado. The frame is 10.5 ft tall from the base to the 8x10 wood plate (beam). The base of the
posts rests on steel plates set on top of isolated stone pavers (Figure 5.32). The vibration test was
conducted in March, 2022. The first period of vibration was 0.16 sec and the corresponding
damping was 2%. The second period of vibration was 0.10 sec.

Photos and drawing from Dave Kaplan

Figure 5.32. Farghee Pergola in Ft. Collins, Colorado.
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(a) Acceleration history

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.13 s

𝐓𝐓𝟐𝟐 = 0.10 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 2%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.33. Example frequency analysis of the Farghee pergola.
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5.3.9 Cook County High School frame (Grand Marais, Minnesota)
The Cook County High School frame, in Grand Marais, Minnesota, was a 20 ft by 16 ft
free-standing timber frame that was built by the students as an educational experience (Figure
5.34). The roof was not covered. The mean roof height is 10.75 ft. The vibration test was conducted
in May, 2022. The first period of vibration was 0.32 sec. and the corresponding modal damping
was 2% (see Figure 5.35). The second period of vibration was 0.25 sec.

Renderings from Peter Henrickson

Figure 5.34. Cook County High School frame in Grand Marais, Minnesota.
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(a) Acceleration history

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.32 s

𝐓𝐓𝟐𝟐 = 0.25 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 2%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.35. Example frequency analysis of the Cook County High School frame.
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5.3.10 Farmers Market pavilion (Vicksburg, Michigan)
The Farmers Market pavilion is a 121 ft long by 36 ft wide free-standing timber frame in
Vicksburg, Michigan (Figure 5.36 to Figure 5.38). The frame spans across 10 posts longitudinally.
The mean roof height is approximately 17.5 ft. The footings rest on steel plates embedded into the
concrete footings, with a bolted base connection into the post. The vibration test was conducted in
March, 2022. Similar to the Legacy bridge, the vibration data is noisy. With this in mind, the
fundamental periods of vibration were 0.34 sec. and 0.31 sec. The first-mode damping was
approximately 10% (Figure 5.39).

Figure 5.36. Farmers Market pavilion in Vicksburg, Michigan.
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Figure 5.37. Isometric drawing of the Farmers Market pavilion.

Figure 5.38. Profile drawing of the Farmers Market pavilion.
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(a) Acceleration history

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.31 s

𝐓𝐓𝟐𝟐 = 0.34 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 10%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.39. Example frequency analysis of the Farmers Market pavilion.
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5.3.11 Independence Farmers Market pavilion (Independence, Virginia)
The Independence Farmers Market pavilion is a 132-ft long by 20-ft wide (drip line of
about 136 ft by 40 ft) free-standing timber frame in Independence, Virginia (Figure 5.40). The
timber frame is supported on concrete piers and spans twelve posts longitudinally. Each span is 12
ft across. The mean roof height is approximately 17 ft. The timber frame was built as a community
building workshop by the TFG.

Photos by Patrick Shunney

Drawing from Eric Morley

Figure 5.40. Independence Farmers Market pavilion in Independence, Virginia.
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The vibration test was conducted in November, 2021. Figure 5.41 illustrates the field test.
As was the case with other large timber frames, the fundamental period of vibration was difficult
to clearly identify. For this pavilion, the period varied from 0.3 sec., 0.25 sec., and 0.18 sec. For
comparison, the computed period of vibration for the structural model was 0.24 sec. (Figure 5.42).
The modal damping was 3% to 4% (Figure 5.43).
Images from Eric Morley

(a) Orientation of smartphone and test sequence

(b) Elevation drawing

(c) Hammer strike

Figure 5.41. Independence Farmers Market pavilion field test.
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Rendering from Eric Morley

Model from Joe Miller

Figure 5.42. Mode shape of structural model of Independence Farmers Market pavilion.
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(a) Acceleration history

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.30 s

𝐓𝐓𝟐𝟐 = 0.25 s

𝐓𝐓𝟐𝟐 = 0.18 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.
𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 4%
𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 3%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.

Figure 5.43. Example frequency analysis of the Independence Farmers Market pavilion.
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5.3.12 Sunflower Meadows pavilion (Newton, North Carolina)
The Sunflower Meadows pavilion is a 60-ft long by 30-ft wide free-standing timber frame
in Newton, North Carolina (Figure 5.44). The mean roof height is approximately 16 ft. The timber
frame was made using White Oak. The posts are connected to the concrete slab below, and it spans
across six posts longitudinally.
The vibration test was conducted in March, 2022 (Figure 5.45). As was the case with other
large timber frames, the fundamental period of vibration was difficult to clearly identify. For this
pavilion, the fundamental periods were 0.48 sec. and 0.21 sec. For comparison, the computed
period of vibration of the structural model was 1.26 sec. for the primary axis (Figure 5.46), 0.57
sec. for mode 17, and 0.28 for mode 20. The modal damping was 3% to 4% (Figure 5.47).

Figure 5.44. Sunflowers Meadows pavilion in Newton, North Carolina.
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Figure 5.45. Sunflower Meadows Pavilion field test.

Figure 5.46. Mode shape of structural model of Sunflower Meadows Pavilion.
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(a) Acceleration history

𝐓𝐓𝟐𝟐 = 0.21 s

𝐓𝐓𝟏𝟏 = 0.48 s

(b) Single-sided amplitude spectrum of period-content.

(c) Amplitude of period content versus time.

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 2%

𝛇𝛇𝟏𝟏 = 2%

(d) Wavelet amplitude at fundamental period of vibration.
Figure 5.47. Example frequency analysis of the Independence Farmers Market pavilion.
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5.4 Fundamental Period of Vibration
The fundamental period of vibration and damping are essential parameters that can be used
to estimate seismic loads and wind loads. For seismic loads, the fundamental period is used in
ASCE 7 to determine the base shear using a response spectrum. For wind loads, the inverse of the
fundamental period (the natural frequency) is used in ASCE 7 to determine dynamic wind effects
via the gust effect factor. In addition to seismic and wind loads, the fundamental period is also
useful to estimate loads for free-standing structures, such as climbing loads (e.g. during structural
maintenance), and vandalism loads (e.g. human excitation of a structure).
In Figure 5.48, the measured periods of vibration (sec.) is plotted against the mean roof
height (ft). Each dot in the plot is a test data point. The data points show an increasing trend (taller
timber frames generally correlate with longer periods), but there is no clear mathematical
relationship.

Sunflower
Meadows pavilion

Pool Bar
pavilion

Figure 5.48. Measured fundamental period of vibration versus mean roof height.
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A regression analysis was used to better understand the relationship between the
fundamental period of vibration and the mean roof height. In the literature, various equations for
fundamental period have been proposed (e.g. Smith and Uang 2013, Bertero 2022). In ASCE 7,
for steel and concrete buildings the approximate fundamental period of vibration (𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 ) is estimated

using a power function:

𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 = 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥

(Eq. 5.1)

where 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 and 𝑥𝑥 are regression parameters determined using ASCE 7 Table 12.8.2, and ℎ𝑛𝑛 is the
mean roof height in feet. Eq. (5.1) and the corresponding regression parameters were based on
vibration test data of instrumented steel and concrete buildings in southern California (Goel and
Chopra 1997). Based on the test data, either a linear or a power function could provide a good fit
for free-standing timber frames. The power function was chosen for this study.
For timber frames, the parameters for Eq. (5.1) were determined using the following
process. First, a random set of positive parameters were selected. Second, the sum of the squared
errors between a test data point and the curve fit was computed. Third, the parameters were then
adjusted to minimize the sum of the squared errors. This produced the “best” parameters for the
mean curve fit. However, for seismic design the parameters in ASCE 7 correspond to the mean
minus one standard deviation (“the lower bound” curve). Therefore, the curve fitting process was
repeated by fitting the points for the mean minus one-standard deviation curve. Similarly, for wind
design the parameters in ASCE 7 correspond to the mean plus one standard deviation (the “upper
bound” curve), and a third set of parameters was fit to the mean plus one standard deviation. The
resulting parameters are shown in Figure 5.49. For reference, the ASCE 7 curve fit for typical
buildings is also shown. The measured fundamental period was generally longer compared to the
values using the ASCE 7 equation.
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𝒉𝒉⬚
𝒏𝒏

Figure 5.49. Fundamental period of vibration versus mean roof height.
In general, the plot shows that the power function curve fit provides a reasonable
approximation to the test data, especially considering the scatter in the test data. Previous research
shows that the fundamental period of vibration measured in a test depends on the amplitude of the
vibration (Skolnik et al. 2006). Low-amplitude vibrations, such as those from ambient sources,
lead to shorter periods, whereas high-amplitude vibrations lead to relatively longer periods. In
other words, larger structures require higher-amplitude vibrations to determine the period of
vibration. Therefore, the approach to vibration tests used in this study are not appropriate for
determining the fundamental period of buildings or larger structures.
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5.5 Modal Damping
In Figure 5.50, the measured estimate of modal damping is plotted against the mean roof
height (ft). Each dot in the plot is a test data point. The data points show an increasing trend (taller
timber frames generally correlate with increased damping), but as was the case with the
fundamental period of vibration, there is no clear mathematical relationship. The damping varied
between 1% and 10%, with 2% being the mostly common value. Therefore, based on the data the
damping in a bare-frame model of a free-standing timber frame with knee braces can be taken as
2% for low-amplitude excitation, unless there is significant cladding or other building components
that would contribute additional damping.

Sunflower
Meadows pavilion

Figure 5.50. Modal damping versus mean roof height.
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To understand the impact of damping on human induced excitation on free-standing timber
frames, such excitation caused by climbing on the frame for maintenance, or excitation caused by
vandalism (e.g. teenagers rocking the frame), in Figure 5.51 the dynamic magnification factor
(DMF) for displacement ( 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 ) for single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system is plotted versus the
ratio of the forcing frequency (Ω) to the system’s fundamental frequency (𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 ). The response is

shown for two levels of damping, 2% and 10%. The plot shows that the equivalent elastic force

(𝐹𝐹) would be 5 to 25 times the static elastic force (𝑘𝑘 𝛥𝛥𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ). If the static force is taken as the “crowd” force

of 50 lb/ft defined in ASCE 7 Section 4.5.1.1, the corresponding design force would be 250 lb/ft to 1250
lb/ft. The mean curve fit for the period of vibration, determined previously, could be used in computing the
frequency ratio for this purpose.

𝑭𝑭 = 𝒌𝒌 𝜟𝜟𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 𝑹𝑹𝒅𝒅

𝒉𝒉⬚
𝒏𝒏

Figure 5.51. Dynamic magnification factor for a SDOF system versus frequency ratio.
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5.6 Limitations
It is important to note that there are several limitations to consider when verifying the
accuracy of this experimental approach for obtaining the fundamental periods:
•

The smartphones utilized in each test were of a variety of models and years produced.
Although the accuracy of the phone used in the verification shown in Section 5.2.1 was
relatively close to that of the lab accelerometer (2-3 Hz), sensor data may have varied in
calibration and output accuracy for each of the phones utilized in this approach. One recent
study suggests that the accuracies of different smartphone sensors may vary at an angle of
0.5° to 3°, large enough to potentially influence results (Kuhlmann et al. 2020).

•

The smartphones utilized in each test were not restrained to the top of the spandrel beams
by any sort of clamp or other restraint. Generally, the impulses administered to each frame
were small enough such that no noticeable movement of the phone occurred during each
strike from the mallet. However, there is still a possibility of movement of the phone,
which could have altered the acceleration data. It is recommended that future procedures
done following this approach should lightly clamp the phone to the top of the spandrels.

•

The frequency of the hammers used in administering impulses was also not measured prior
to the start of the procedure. Therefore, results may have varied according to the different
frequencies of each hammer utilized. A common size of rubber mallet should be
determined for uniformity’s sake in the future.
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5.7 Summary
Twelve free-standing timber frames with knee braces, located at various sites across the
United States, were tested in the field to determine their fundamental period of vibration and to
estimate the corresponding modal damping. A relationship between the mean roof height of the
timber frame and the fundamental period was fit to the test data using a power-law equation,
similar to the approach used in ASCE 7 for steel, concrete, and masonry structures. The parameters
for the equation were determined using a regression analysis. Three sets of parameters were
determined: a lower-bound equation for seismic loads, an upper-bound equation for wind loads,
and mean equation for human-induced vibration performance criteria:
•

•

For seismic, 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 = 0.026 ℎ0.81 for ℎ ≤ 20 ft is recommended. The upper bound coefficient,
𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 is determined using ASCE 7 Table 12.8-1.

For wind, 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 = 13.5/ ℎ0.54 for ℎ ≤ 20 ft is recommended, where 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 is the natural
frequency (Hz).

•

For climbing/vandalism, it is suggested to use 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 = 0.051 ℎ0.64 and 2% damping for a bare
frame, 10% damping for an enveloped frame.

The curve fits are intended for smaller timber frames, and they may not be appropriate for
larger structures.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter contains a summary of the research project (cyclic tests, durability tests, vibration
tests, and life-cycle analysis) and the implications of the main findings from the research. Areas
for future research are also identified.

6.1 Summary
Cyclic tests of timber frames were conducted in the structures laboratory to determine
hysteretic behavior and to explore rehabilitation schemes for improved performance after damage
due to a lateral-loading event. Two types of free-standing timber frames with knee braces were
tested under cyclic loading. Three damage states were identified: (1) peg shear and (2) tenon
tearout at approximately 0.02 rad. joint rotation, and (3) splitting of the post or beam at
approximately 0.05 rad. joint rotation. The post base connection of the 3-peg frame was destroyed,
so the 3-peg frame was not rehabilitated. The beam in the 2-peg frame split, so the 2-peg frame
was rehabilitated by installing an array of self-tapping screws perpendicular to the plane of the
split. The test results showed that the self-tapping screws restored the strength of the 2-peg timber
frame with the damaged beam, but the stiffness of the 2-peg frame was only partially restored.
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Durability tests of brace connections were conducted in the structures laboratory to
determine the effect of joint details on the tensile strength and behavior of typical knee-brace
connections. Two types of mortise and tenon connections, “drained” and “undrained”, were
subjected to damp conditions in a fog room for six months, removed from the fog room, and then
tested under monotonic (tensile) load. The monotonic behavior of the joints confirmed the failure
modes (peg shear and tenon tearout) that were observed in the cyclic tests. The drained connection
did not enhance or diminish the strength or stiffness of the brace connection.
Vibration tests of free-standing timber frames were conducted in the field to determine the
fundamental period of vibration and modal damping. Twelve free-standing timber frames with
knee braces, located at various sites across the United States, were tested. A relationship between
the mean roof height of the timber frame and the fundamental period was fit to the test data using
a power-law equation. The curve fits are intended for smaller timber frames, and they may not be
appropriate for larger structures:

•

For seismic, 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 = 0.026 ℎ0.81 for ℎ ≤ 20 ft is recommended. The upper bound coefficient,
𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 is determined using ASCE 7 Table 12.8-1.

•

For wind, 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 = 13.5/ ℎ0.54 for ℎ ≤ 20 ft is recommended, where 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 is the natural
frequency (Hz).

•

For climbing/vandalism, it is suggested to use 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 = 0.051 ℎ0.64 and 2% damping for a bare
frame, 10% damping for an enveloped frame.
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6.2 Research implications
The cyclic test results indicate that timber frames with knee braces are relatively flexible
for a braced frame system, and that most of the strength and stiffness is developed when the brace
is in compression and bears against the post and beam. The brace that is in tension is susceptible
to peg shear and tenon tearout. Thus, the test results suggest that a sufficient number of pegs need
to be installed to resist the demands, and the end distance in the tenon needs to be sufficiently long
to prevent tearout. It should be noted that the tenons in this research were intended to represent
current construction details for a typical knee-brace and therefore the tenon was not designed to
meet end distance requirements for tensile loading. The rehabilitation study suggests that selftapping screws have the potential to restore the strength of a timber frame. Restoring stiffness may
require another rehabilitation strategy.
The results from the monotonic tests suggest that moisture content does not diminish the
tensile strength of mortise and tenon connections more than would be otherwise predicted using
standard procedures (e.g. using the moisture content adjustment factor in the NDS). Although two
types of connections were tested (an “undrained” connection that allowed moisture to collect and
remain in the joint, and a “drained” connection that had a slope cut at the front of the post/beam
and a weep hole at the opposite side to drain water) the approach used in the durability tests did
not allow these types of connections to be fully evaluated because the wood in both connections
was fully saturated (i.e. near the fiber saturation point). Thus, it is not clear yet if there is an
advantage to draining the mortise and tenon connection for the knee brace.
The vibration tests suggest that a power-law equation can be used to determine the period
of vibration in a preliminary analysis of a free-standing timber frame. It is understood that for wind
and seismic loads the fundamental period would need to be confirmed using a properly
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substantiated analysis as indicated in ASCE 7, and the equations proposed in this report are only
for preliminary sizing, similar to the approach used for buildings in ASCE 7 Chapter 12. For
vibration due to human excitation not covered in ASCE 7, such as dynamic loads that occur during
maintenance of the timber frames or dynamic loads due to vandalism, the equations proposed in
this report represent a first attempt. For all types of loads, the equations are intended for smaller
timber frames, not larger timber frames. Damping is particularly difficult to estimate accurately,
and the damping range determined in this study were recognized to be estimates for preliminary
analysis.

6.3 Areas for Future Research
The following areas of research are recommended to further understand performance criteria
of traditional timber frames:

•

This study examined the rehabilitation of one type of knee-braced timber frame with
splitting failure using self-tapping screws and tested under a racking load, but further
research is recommended to explore different other types of rehabilitation, other
configurations of self-tapping screws, and the effect of rehabilitate on other types of
members in timber frames, such as the brace or post.

•

The approach used in the durability tests employed constant moisture exposure for all of
the specimens. Future specimens tested for drainage may be tested in different intervals of
moisture exposure or with a different method than utilizing a water vapor-curing room to
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prevent over-saturation of the knee-brace. Erosive materials such as sand or dirt composites
could be used to test their impact on joint durability.

•

Vibration tests were performed on a limited number of free-standing timber frames that
were located in different regions of the United States. Testing additional timber frames is
recommended to increase the confidence in the relationship between mean roof height and
the fundamental period, or to provide data to substantiate an alternative relationship.
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